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Abstract: The human population is growing at a very rapid scale. With this progressive growth it
is extremely important to ensure that healthy food is available for the survival of the
inhabitants of this planet. Also, the economy of developing countries are highly
dependent on agricultural production. The overall economic balance gets affected if
there is a variance in the demand and supply of food or agricultural products. Diseases
in plants is a great threat to the yield of the crops thereby causing famines and
economy slow down. Our present study focuses on applying machine learning model
for classifying tomato disease image data set to proactively take necessary steps to
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Abstract The human population is growing at a very

rapid scale. With this progressive growth it is extremely

important to ensure that healthy food is available for

the survival of the inhabitants of this planet. Also, the

economy of developing countries are highly dependent

on agricultural production. The overall economic bal-

ance gets affected if there is a variance in the demand

and supply of food or agricultural products. Diseases in

plants is a great threat to the yield of the crops thereby

causing famines and economy slow down. Our present

study focuses on applying machine learning model for

classifying tomato disease image data set to proactively

take necessary steps to combat such agricultural crisis.

In this work, the dataset is collected from publicly avail-

able plant-village dataset. The significant features are

extracted from the dataset using the Hybrid –Principal
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1 Introduction

Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentu) is an extremely im-

portant agricultural crop having its requirement second

to potato. Our world at this present day and age has

the necessity of around 100 million tons of fresh toma-

toes[5]. The growing period of this daylength neutral

crop is quite fast of about 90 - 150 days with aver-

age temperature constraint of 18 degree to 25 degree

centigrade of daylight and 10 degree to 20 degree centi-

grade for the night time. The crop is relatively sensitive

to high humidity and reduced sunshine having deroga-

tory effect on the quality of production. If the humidity

is high, it automatically makes crops prone to pests,

diseases and rotting. Hence dry climatic condition is

considered prudent for the production of good quality

tomatoes. It is particularly essential to give immense at-

tention towards possibilities of pest attacks and tomato

wilt in the form of fungi, bacteria and viruses. The dis-

ease can be prevented if necessary mitigation steps are

taken at an early stage[21]. Some of the diseases that

affect the foliage and fruit of this crop are discussed

in the following section. Early Blight is a disease that

affect that affects parts of the tomato plant and fruit

with symptom of dark spots with concentric rings visi-

ble on older leaves. The leaves affected face pre-mature

deaths and fruit getting damaged as well. This disease

is generally soil borne and develops during wet climatic

condition. Maintaining a clean garden and removal of

affected plants is the basic solution to prevent contam-

ination of the disease.

Gray Leaf soft is a disease which affects the aged

leaves of the tomato plant. Small and dark spots evolve

on the top and bottom portions of the plant which

eventually enlarge and progresses to a greyed brown

color. The central part of such spots eventually col-

Click here to view linked References
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lapse and the affected leaf finally falls out. This disease

normally occurring in warm and humid weather con-

ditions results in deterioration in the fruit production.

Removal of the affected plants and debris is the only

possible solution to stop spreading of the disease to a

larger extent. The late blight disease is one of the most

dangerous types which have the historical record of be-

ing responsible for the Irish famine. It contaminates

other plants at an accelerated pace with symptoms of

erratic shaped grey spots on leaves with greasy surfaces.

The spots have sometimes a white periferi during the

winter season leading to leaves getting paper textured

with eventual fall out. The fruits also develop similar

large greasy spots and the possible solution is to get

plants copper sprayed regularly. The Septoria leaf spot

have similar symptoms as Late Blight wherein the older

leaves get affected at the outset and then slowly affect-

ing other parts of the plant. Copper spray in this case

also is the best possible remedial step to be taken. On

the contrary, in case of Southern Blight a white fun-

gal infection type of mould appear at the bottom end

part of the stem almost touching the soil line. The in-

terior and exterior part of the rare end of the stems

gets discoloured and hence affects the nutritional flow

within the plant structure leading to a fatal outcome.

Use of calcium, ammonia based fertilizers and rotation

of crops have been proven to be a plausible preventive

approach for this type of disease. Ventricillium wilt is a

soil borne fungal infection in plants that has derogatory

effect on crop cultivation including tomato plantations.

The fungus is very difficult to completely eradicate and

persists in the soil for a prolong period where rotational

crop cultivation could be tactics to combat spreading of

the disease. The leaves in case of this disease get wilted

in the day time due to hot weather and alternatively

recover in the night. The symptoms initially affect the

aged leaves and spread to the newer ones eventually ex-

tracting all nutrients and killing the entire plant. The

removal of affected plants is the only solution to this

disease. Anthracnose and Bacterial Speck are similar

types of fungal disease that rot tomatoes. The disease

starts spreading with small round spots on fruits which

in due course grow bigger in size. The disease is soil

borne and any over ripe tomato in close contact with

the soil fall a prey to this disease. Copper spraying is as

usual the only way to prevent this disease. Calcium defi-

ciency often leads to the Blossom End Rot and Buckeye

Rot disease during blossoming of fruits being subjected

to over fertilization of nitrogen based chemicals along

with under watering. The nutrient content gets unbal-

anced and often bare minimum showing up as black

spots at the rear end of fruits. Removal of the affected

fruits and regular watering is the only solution for the

protection of plants from this disease. Finally it is nec-

essary to mention the existence of Gray wall disease

that happens during riping of the tomato plant with

symptoms of greyed and brown patches inside the fruit.

Plants need to be shaded appropriately and provided

with necessary growing conditions for the prevention of

this disease [33].

The above mentioned various types of crop diseases

pose severe threats on cultivation of food for the sus-

tenance and survival of the major species of the world.

The identification and prevention of these diseases re-

quire infrastructure and computational implementation.

Machine learning[4,14,1,2,35] has been adopted as a

popular approach for the early detection of plant dis-

eases. Majority of the traditional classifiers are imple-

mented on smaller datasets depending on hand-crafted

features of images for the classification of data. However

applications of convolutional neural network directly on

images from larger dataset have helped eliminate prob-

lems relevant to hand – crafted features. The use of

visualization methods for understanding of symptoms

to localize the disease has proved to be even more effi-

cient and accurate for the prediction of plant diseases

[6,34].

In this work a novel PCA-WOA based DNN model

is proposed to classify tomato plant disease datasets.

The steps involved in the present work are

– Transform the tomato image dataset using one-hot

encoding approach.

– Apply PCA for reducing the dimensions of the trans-

formed data.

– Select the optimal features using WOA algorithm.

– Train the dimensionally reduced dataset using Deep

Neural Networks.

– Evaluate the performance of the proposed model

and compare its performance against traditional ap-

proaches.

2 Literature Review

Studies have projected the importance of disease

incidence and severity to be having significant effect

on the prediction of plant diseases. The uses of smart

phone based application have helped to classify sever-

ity levels of diseased plant images [3]. Different features

extracted through the implementation of multiple ex-

traction methods have resulted in various results gen-

erated from the classifiers. The farmers upload images

of diseased plant leaves in the smart phone application

which helps to identify and predict diseases in plant

garden [26]. The quality of food is a major concern in
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the present world wherein food is getting exposed to nu-

merous sources of chemical and physical contamination

which are severe effects on human health. Sorting of

good quality food from the bad ones is extremely essen-

tial to ensure food quality. Based on disease symptoms

pertinent to marks, scars and spots diseased and defec-

tive tomatoes can be easily identified and segregated.

The common approach to sorting has been classically

manual in nature with its associated challenges. Man-

ual sorting requires intensive labour time, is biased and

lacks accuracy and precision being prone to human er-

rors [12]. Computer vision based systems have gained

immense momentum in various types of food and agri-

culture industry for classification purposed [25]. In line

with this, similar studies have been conducted for grad-

ing the quality of tomatoes using a vision system based

on RGB values of the images. Calyx and Stalk scar de-

tection mechanism has been used for the detection of

healthy and diseased tomatoes justified by higher accu-

racy percentages of the results. RBF-SVM classifiers us-

ing LAB colour pixel values have also helped to classify

tomato plant image datasets yielding reasonably accu-

rate results. It has been observed that use of only color

related features often fail to grade accuracy with the

gradual increase in grading classes. It is recommended

to use combination of color and texture features for

experimental analysis and classification with better ac-

curacy of the results [25]. The use of inadequate and

unbalanced data for prediction of tomato diseases is

also a major issue which requires attention. The use of

refinement filter bank framework has been used to rec-

ognize and predict tomato diseases. The authors in the

study have implemented a primary diagnosis unit con-

sisting of location data of the disease and a secondary

diagnosis unit for verification of the generated classifi-

cation results. The CNN filter bank is used finally for

training and classification of the datasets [7,40].

Many researchers have worked on classification of

tomato disease datasets using convolutional neural net-

works[42], deep neural networks [34,10,38,37]. A sum-

mary of related studies conducted on plant imade datasets

are presented in Table 1. It is evident from the exist-

ing work done on plant image dataset that various ma-

chine learning and deep learning models have been im-

plemented and performance evaluations have been con-

ducted considering multiple perspectives. On the con-

trary it is observed that very less emphasis has been

given on improvement of the quality of the dataset and

conduct efficient feature engineering to achieve more

accurate results. It becomes pertinent to mention that

reliability of the predictions generated from machine

learning model depends a lot on features considered.

Improvement of the quality of dataset and extraction

of significant features using appropriate dimensional-

ity reduction technique plays a major role in achieving

results with optimum accuracy. The proposed model fo-

cuses on the above mentioned limitations of the existing

studies conducted which acts as the primary motivation

for this work.

As already mentioned, one of the many challenges

in handling huge quantity of image datasets is the num-

ber of features a machine learning algorithm has to deal

with [36,41]. In this work, a novel PCA-WOA algorithm

is introduced to reduce the features of the tomato leaf

disease image dataset[18]. Then the dataset with re-

duced features is trained using a deep neural network.

The main contributions of this paper are:

– Study in detail about impact of dimensionality re-

duction techniques on image classification.

– Reduce the burden of the DNN by using a novel

PCA-WOA hybrid optimization technique.

– Improve the accuracy and reduce the loss of Deep

Neural Networks.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 nar-

rates the information of the algorithms and methods

used in the proposed work. The proposed classification

approach is discussed in Section 4 . Experimental re-

sults are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 dis-

cusses conclusion and future work.

3 Background

As huge amount of data is being generated these days,

Machine learning algorithms[19,11] are being extensively

used in several sectors. Some of the applications of ma-

chine learning include weather forecasting, stock mar-

ket analysis, prediction of natural calamities, disease

prediction, sales prodiction, recommendation systems,

etc [29,28,9,31,8]. Deep learning (DL) is one of the

methods used in machine learning algorithms. Deep

learning has more flexible ways to connect layers, also

has more neurons count for complex models than exist-

ing networks, and has more computational power to

train and future extraction automatically [20,16,17].

Today, the growth of DL has increased dramatically

in many applications, such as speech recognition, im-

age processing, computer vision, etc. [43,22]. Figure

1 demonstrates Artificial Intelligence development and

Expansion

3.1 Activation Function

The main purpose of the Activation Function is used

in an artificial neural network to introduce nonlinear
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Table 1: Summary of related studies on Plant image Dataset

References Dataset Methods Used Evaluation Metrics Limitations

[34] Plant Village Dataset
- Deep Learning Model,
CNN

- Error percentage, Precision, Recall,
Accuracy and Loss

-DL model for various illumination
conditions not considered
-Performance metrics not evaluated
with traditional models

[3]
Plant Village Dataset –
50K images of 14
crops and 26 diseases

-Deep Convolutional Neural
Network Model

- Full color Training and Validation
Accuracy
- Gray – scale Training and Validation
Accuracy
- Full Color Loss, Gray Scale Loss

-Optimization algorithm not implemented
to enhance performance of existing models
-Proposed model not evaluated
with traditional models

[26]
Casava Plant Dataset from
situ of 7K images

-Hue Histogram, Histogram Oriented Gradient
(HOG), Scale Invariant Feature Transforms,
Speed Up Robust Features (SURF) used
for feature extraction
-Linear Support Vector Classifier (SVC),
KNN, Extra Trees used for Classification

-Color and Orient Fast,
Rotated Brief (ORB)

-Farmers requiring to upload images
through smartphones

[12]
Realtime Dataset from
tomatoe sorting machine in the
Lab environment

-Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Artificial
Neural Network (ANN), Self- organizing Map (SOM),
Learning Vector Quantization
(LVQ) and Support Vector Machine (SVM)

-Quantity, Cost and Accuracy
-Results confined to only dataset
collected in lab environment
-Use of larger industrial dataset excluded

[25]
Golden delicious apple image from
ESPRIT 3 and real-time data captured
through smart phone

-Support Vector Machine (SVM), MLP, K-Nearest
Neighbour (KNN)

-Recognition Rate and Accuracy
-Tuning of weight value for features
in the image dataset not included

[7]

Tomato Diseases and
Pest Dataset by Dr. Alvaro Fuentes,
Chonbuk
National University

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
-False Positives, Precision, Recall,
Accuracy

-Model is not evaluated against
traditional state of the art algorithms

[40] ImageNet-1K Dataset RexNeXt Model -Error Percentage
-Model is not evaluated against
traditional state of the art algorithms

[42]
Fer-2013 facial expression database,
Labelled Faces in the wild (LFW) dataset

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
-Training Time, Testing Time,
Recognition Rate

-Methods to reduce network complexity
not included

Fig. 1: Artificial Intelligence Development and Expan-

sion

properties[13]. For a neural network, (Xi,Wi) where Xi

stands for inputs, and Wi stands for weights, and f(Xi)

is the input function that is passed to the output of the

network. Then this input function may act as input

for any other layers or final output. Different types of

activation functions illustrated in Table 2

3.2 Optimizers

To minimize the loss function, optimizers change the

weight parameters[23]. The loss feature serves as ground

guides telling optimizer if it moves in the right direction

to enter the valley’s edge, the global minimum. Differ-

ent types of optimizers are given in Table 3

3.3 Max-polling

Max pooling in CNN [39] is used to reduce the pixel

dimension of the source image as shown in Figure . Each

layer comes with specification filters (3 X 3 matrix) in

CNN which is represented in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Max pooling with filter size (2X2) and stride =3.

Average pooling is the other alternative for Max

pooling. Max pooling algorithm is the most commonly

used pooling algorithm. Similarly, Image Flattening is

used to transform a two-dimensional input image rep-

resentation array into a single-dimensional array.

3.4 Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA)

WOA is a metaheuristic-inspired algorithm [24,15,27].

This algorithm implemented using humpback whale hunt-

ing patterns. A whale-to-prey attack pattern is called

a bubble-net feed mechanism, which occurs when bub-

bles form in a circle around the prey [32]. It consists of

two stages, Encircling Prey, Attacking Prey. The whales

’ hunting activity is peculiar, having two strategies,

one of which is upward-spirals, where whales dive 12

m down the water and start spiraling bubbles around
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Table 2: Different Types of Activation Functions

S.
No.

Type of Activa-
tion Function

Function Equation Function
Range

1 Linear Function g(a)=a (-∞,
∞)

2

Sigmoid Function g(a) = σ(a) = 1
1+e−a

(0, 1)

3

Step Function
g(a) = 0 if a ≤ 0
g(a) = 1 if a ≥ 0

(0, 1)

4 Leaky ReLU
g(a) = 0.01 if a ≤ 0

g(a) = a if a ≥ 0
(-∞,
∞)

5 Hyperbolic Tan-
jant Function

g(a) = tanh(a) = ea−e−a
ea+e−a

(-1,1)

6 ReLU Function
g(a) = 0 if a ≤ 0
g(a) = a if a ≥ 0

(0, ∞)

7 Swish Function
g(a) = 2aσ(αa) = α = 0iff(a) = a

g(a) = 2aσ(αa) = α→∞iff(a) = 2max(0, a)
(-∞,
∞)

Table 3: Different Types of Optimizers

S.
No

Optimizers Function

1 Momentum
ωt = δωt−1+µ∇ τ(θ,a,b)

θ = θ − ωt

2 Nesterov Accelerated
Grandient (NAG)

θ = θ − ωt
ωt = γωt−1 + η∇τ(θ − γωt−1)

θ-γωt−1 is the gradient of looked ahead
3 Adagrad-Adaptive

Gradient Algorithm
θt+1 = θt − η√

Gt+ε
.gt

the prey. The second technique has three separate loop

capture, lobtail, and loop capture phases.

3.4.1 Encircling Prey

The humpback whale tries to identify prey and prey’s

location. The whale believes the current best option is

targeted prey and advises other search whales to change

their position towards the target prey. Encircling prey

mechanism is defined in Equation 1, Equation 2.

L = |Y.S∗ (k)− S (k)| (1)

S (k + 1) = S∗ (k)−X.L (2)

Where X , Y are vector coefficients, k is the current

iteration, S∗ is the best vector position, S is the vector

position. Coefficients X, Y are shown in Equation 3,

Equation 4. Where x is gradually reduced from 2− 0 ,

α is within[0,1]. Figure 3 shows the best solution S∗ .

X = 2x ∝ −x (3)

Y = 2.δ (4)

Fig. 3: Position Vector of Best Solution
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6 Thippa Reddy G et al.

Fig. 4: Possible best solutions

3.4.2 Bubble-Net Attacking (Exploitation Phase)

Humpback whale net attack consists of two methods.

The first solution is a diminishing, spiral-updating ap-

proach. Each strategy is used to attack prey humpback

whales. The chance of capturing prey using these ap-

proaches is around 50%.

Shrinking Encircling Approach: The value of
′x′ begins to decrease from 2 to 0, which is directly

propositional to X given in Equation 3. X is an [−x, x]

random number. The random values for X may be

within [−1, 1] shown in Figure 4.

Spiral Updating Approach: In this approach,

the distance of the whale towards the targeted prey

is calculated using Equation 5.

S (k + 1) = L.emn. cos (2πh) + S∗ (k) (5)

Where, L = |S∗ (k)− S (k)| the distance of ith whale

and the targeted prey, which is best position, m is a

constant which defines logarithmic spiral shape and n

lies in range [-1, 1].

Once the humpback whale identifies prey it swims

around prey either in spiral-shape or shrinking circle.

The probability for choosing either spiral-shape or shrink-

ing circle is 50%. Updating the position of whales to-

wards the best solution is shown in Equation 6.

S (k + 1) =

{
S (k)−X.L if P < 0.5

L.emn. cos (2πh) + S∗ (k) if P ≥ 0.5

(6)

3.4.3 Searching of Prey (Exploration Phase)

In this phase, the whale (search agent) searches globally

for the best solution (prey) and changes its position

to other whales. To force the search agent to move far

into other reference whales globally, X should be greater

than 1 or less than-1. The random search is expressed in

Equation 7, Equation 8. Algorithm 1 illustrate Whale

Optimization Algorithm (WOA).

L = |Y.Srand − S| (7)

S (k + 1) = Srand −XL (8)

Algorithm 1: Pseudo code of WOA Algo-

rithm
Assign the whale population Si, i = 1, 2, . . . , n
Compute the fitness of every search agent
S∗ is allocated as the best search agent
while k < kmax do

for every search agent do
x, X, Y, h, P are updated
if p < 0.5 then

if |X| < 1 then
The current position of search agent
is updated by means of Equation 1

else
if |X| ≥ 1 then

Choose a search agent Srand
Update the location of the search
agent using Equation 8

else
if p ≥ 0.5 then

Update the location of the search
agent using Equation 5

Evaluate the fitness of every search agent and
update S∗ if there is a optimal solution

Compute the fitness of each search agent
Update S∗ for the condition of having better
solution k = k + 1

return S∗

4 Proposed Work

Figure 5 depicts the working model of PCA-WOA with

DNN on the tomato leaf disease dataset. The dataset

is collected from publicly available plant-village image

dataset. The first step in the working model is encoding

a tomato leaf disease dataset with a one-hot encoding

scheme to transform the image data. One-hot encoding

is a technique used to represent categorical values in

a dataset into binary digits. The reason for this trans-

formation lies in the inability of machine learning al-

gorithms to work on categorical data values. The nat-

urally expected debate would be on the justification

to use integer coding upfront. But it is important to

remember that use of integer coding has its own limi-

tations when it is used on relationships of ordinal data
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Fig. 5: Proposed Framework

types. This limitation is addressed in one-hot encoding

approach wherein the categorical values are assessed to

integers and integers are converted to binary values.

Hence post one-hot encoding implementation, ”1” rep-

resents existent and ”0” represents non-existent data

values. This conversion helps in yielding enhanced pre-

diction results in comparison to the use of categorical

values.

The Principal Component Analysis[30] is applied to

the image dataset for reducing the dimensions. The jus-

tification behind the use of PCA is its versatility and

simplicity to be used in real time implementations. To

be more explicit, with the use of PCA, testing of the re-

sults and comparing of the performance with and with-

out using PCA is extremely easy. The PCA algorithm

helps to remove correlated features in a dataset effi-

ciently resulting in the components being independent

of one another which further reduces training time when

subjected to machine learning algorithms. Also, since

the most significant features are selected extremely ef-

ficiently, PCA reduces the chances of overfitting. The

high dimensional dataset is converted into low dimen-

sions when PCA is used and hence it becomes very

easy to visualize its nature in a 2D plot and derive in-

ferences. In order to further refine and elect optimal

features from the reduced data, a renowned algorithm,

namely Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA) is used

post implementation of PCA. To train these selected

features from the tomato leaf disease dataset, a Deep

Neural Network is used. Further, to select optimal pa-

rameters for DNN, a grid search hyper-parameter tun-

ing approach is used. Then evaluate the performance

of PCA-WOA with DNN using metrics, accuracy, loss

rate. The detailed methodology for the proposed ap-

proach is given below.

1. Load tomato leaf disease dataset into Google Colab,

a GPU based python notebook framework provided

by Google.

2. In order to transform the collected dataset, a One-

hot encoding scheme is applied to the input dataset.

3. To reduce the burden on the DNN, PCA is applied

to the transformed dataset to eliminate less signifi-

cant pixels from the images.

4. To select optimal pixels from the previous step, WOA

is applied.

(a) Encircling Prey: The humpback whale tries to

identify prey and prey’s location. The whale be-

lieves the current best option is targeted prey

and advises other search whales to change their

position towards the target prey. Encircling prey

mechanism is defined in Equation 1, Equation 2.

(b) Shrinking Encircling Approach: The value of ′x′

begins to decrease from 2 to 0, which is directly

propositional to X given in Equation 3. X is an

[−x, x] random number. The random values for

X may be within [−1, 1] shown in Figure 4.

(c) Spiral Updating Approach: In this approach, the

distance of the whale towards the targeted prey

is calculated using Equation 5. Updating the po-
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sition of whales towards the best solution is shown

in Equation 6.

(d) Searching of Prey (Exploration Phase): In this

phase, the whale (search agent) searches globally

for the best solution (prey) and changes its posi-

tion to other whales. To force the search agent to

move far into other reference whales globally, X

should be greater than 1 or less than-1. The ran-

dom search is expressed in Equation 7, Equation

8.

5. Use the grid search method to select optimal hyper-

parameters of DNN.

6. Using the selected hyper-parameters, train the data

from step 4 using DNN.

7. Evaluate the model using accuracy, loss, time com-

plexity metrics.

5 Results and Discussion

The experimentation was carried out using the tomato

disease dataset collected from PlantVillage-Dataset repos-

itory. The data set consisted of images of tomato leaves

both diseased and healthy. The technical implementa-

tions used in the paper helped to identify the diseased

leaves segregating them from the healthy ones. The at-

tributes used in the study were collected from the same

data set of the PlantVillage-Dataset repository the de-

tails of tomato images in the dataset are given in Table

4. The sample images for every disease is shown in Fig-

ure 6. To carry out the experimentation, Google Colab,

A GPU framework provided by google is used, with 50

GB hard disk and 25 GB GPU-based RAM.

Table 4: Tomato leaf images in the dataset

S.No Name of the disease No.of Images
1 Healthy Images 1591
2 Bacterial Spot disease 2127
3 Early Blight diseases 1000
4 Late Blight disease 1908
5 Leaf Mold disease 952
6 Septoria Leaf Spot disease 1771
7 Mosaic Virus disease 373
8 Yellow Leaf Curl Virus 5357
9 Two Spotted Spider Mite 1676
10 Target Spot 1404

The metrics used to evaluate the proposed model

are Accuracy and Loss Function.

Performance Analysis: For evaluation of the pro-

posed approach, a sequential model was used to build

the Deep Neural Network. Cross validation was per-

formed on a random sample of 6000 images from the

entire image dataset. 5000 images from the complete

dataset were used for training the model and the re-

maining 1000 images were used for validation and test-

ing purposes

The choice of the hyperparmeters in DNN, were

computed using the grid search method.

Grid search method considered the following hyper-

parameters:

• Optimizer: Adam

• Number of epoch: 20

• Batch size: 128

• Number of layers: 5

• Activation function at intermediate layers: Leaky

relu

• Activation function at output layer: sigmoid

• Loss function: categorical crossentropy

Figures 7 illustrates the performance of the DNN with-

out dimensionality reduction considering the accuracy

metric. As seen from the Figures 7, the best training

and testing accuracy were observed at epoch number

15. Also it is important to highlight that the model

attained a training accuracy of 99% and a testing ac-

curacy of 86%. After 15th epoch, the testing accuracy

started decreasing indicating the model has become over-

fitted. Hence the conclusion could be drawn that the

best training and testing accuracy would be achieved at

epoch 15. Figure Figures 8 illustrates the performance

of the DNN without dimensionality reduction using loss

percentage. Also it is evident from this figure, the least

testing loss was attained at epoch number 15, with a

value of 5%.

The choice of the hyperparmeters in DNN with PCA,

was achieved using the grid search method.

Grid search method chose the following hyperpa-

rameters:

• Optimizer:RMSprop

• Number of epoch: 20

• Batch size: 128

• Number of layers: 5

• Activation function at intermediate layers: Leaky

relu

• Activation function at output layer: sigmoid

• Loss function: categorical crossentropy

Figure 9 illustrates the performance of the DNN

with dimensionality reduction using PCA for accuracy

measure. As seen from the Figure 9 , the best training

and testing accuracy was observed at epoch number 17.

the model attained a training accuracy of 99% and a

testing accuracy of 90%. After 17th epoch, the testing

accuracy kept decreasing indicating the model has be-

come over-fitted. Hence the conclusion could be drawn
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An Efficient Classification Model for Tomato Disease 9

(a) Bacteria-Spot (b) Early-blight

(c) Healthy-image (d) Late-blight

(e) Leaf-mold (f) septoria-leaf-spot

(g) Target-Spot (h) Tomato-mosaic-virus

(i) Two-spotted spider mite (j) Yellow-leaf-curl-Virus

Fig. 6: Tomato Leaf Images[18]
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Fig. 7: Accuracy-Without Dimensionality Reduction

Fig. 8: Loss-Without Dimensionality Reduction

that the best training and testing accuracy would be

achieved at epoch 17. Figure 10 illustrates the perfor-

mance of the DNN with dimensionality reduction using

PCA using loss percentage. Also it is evident from this

figure, the least testing loss was attained at epoch num-

ber 17, with a value of 2%.

The choice of the hyperparmeters in DNN with hy-

brid of PCA and WOA, was achieved computing the

grid search method.

Grid search method chose the following hyperpa-

rameters:

• Optimizer:RMSprop

• Number of epoch: 20

• Batch size: 128

• Number of layers: 5

• Activation function at intermediate layers: Leaky

relu

• Activation function at output layer: sigmoid

Fig. 9: Accuracy - With Dimentionality reduction using

PCA

Fig. 10: Loss - With Dimentionality reduction using

PCA

• Loss function: categorical crossentropy

Figure 11 illustrates the performance of the DNN with

dimensionality reduction using hybrid of PCA and WOA

for accuracy measure. As seen from the Figure 11, the

best training and testing accuracy was observed at epoch

number 18. Also it is important to highlight that the

model attained a training accuracy of 99% and a testing

accuracy of 94%. After 18th epoch, the testing accuracy

kept decreasing indicating the model has become over-

fitted. Hence the conclusion could be drawn that the

best training and testing accuracy would be achieved

at epoch 18. Figure 12 illustrates the performance of

the DNN with dimensionality reduction using hybrid

of PCA and WOA using loss percentage. Also it is evi-

dent from this figure, the least testing loss was attained

at epoch number 18, with a value of 1.8.
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Fig. 11: Accuracy-With Dimentionality reduction using

PCA and WOA

Fig. 12: Loss-With Dimentionality reduction using PCA

and WOA

The time comparison of the models for the cases:

DNN without dimensionality reduction, DNN with di-

mensionality reduction using PCA and DNN with di-

mensionality reduction using hybrid of PCA and WOA

are shown in the Figure 13. As presented in the ta-

ble, DNN with dimensionality reduction using hybrid

of PCA and WOA performed the analysis in lesser time

for training and testing of the data.

From the result aanalysis the following points can

be observed:

1. The training and testing accuracy was better with

superior performance in case of dimensionality re-

duction using PCA.

2. The loss percentage has reduced significantly due to

the use of PCA.

Fig. 13: The time comparison of the models for the cases

3. The training and testing accuracy performance was

further enhanced when dimensionality reduction us-

ing hybrid PCA and WOA was performed.

4. The loss percentage reduced significantly due to the

use of hybrid of PCA and WOA method.

5. The time taken for training period initially got re-

duced by implementation of PCA and observed fur-

ther reduction due to the use of hybrid of PCA-

WOA method.

6. The final observation revealed that the performance

of the basic DNN has been enhanced by the pro-

posed hybrid PCA-WOA method.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this research, we have proposed Hybrid PCA – Whale
Optimization based Deep Learning model for the clas-

sification of tomato diseases. The data set used in the

study is collected from the publicly available plant –

village dataset. The model commences with one-hot en-

coding technique being applied to the dataset for trans-

formation. This transformed data is exposed to PCA

algorithm for achieving dimensionality reduction. The

whale optimization algorithm is then applied to extract

the most significant features in the dataset which is

further fed into the Deep Neural Network model. The

results of this hybrid framework accurately classified

tomato diseases which help to take proactive measures

to combat risks associated with crop cultivations. The

proposed model is then experimentally compared with

the popular classical machine learning techniques and

the results highlight the superiority of the model yield-

ing higher accuracy and low rate. As a future direction

of work, the proposed model could be implemented on

various other dataset for proactive predictions in vari-

ous realms affecting human life.
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